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The object of this report is to find out some qualities of this ring satisfying
the finite continuous quotient′s chain of the ideal and to examine a nilpotent
element of the ring which has the representation as the intersection of the finite
number of strong-primary ideals further.
1. 0n the ring satisfying the finite continuous quotient's chain of the ideal
Definition
Set魯of all elements which are nilpotent with respect to a is a semiprimary
ideal including a. This魯is cal ed semi-primary ideal belonging to a.
Theorem 1.
Let訳be a commutative ring satisfying the finite continuous quotient′s
chain of the ideals. Then there are the least-primary ideals containing arbitrary
ideal a of訳and the ideal r which satisfy p which satisfypn⊆a for finite positive
integer n, moreover, either r coincides with p or r is not contained in p.
Proof
Let魯be a semi-primary ideal belonging to a, then we must consider the
following two cases.
I. When魯is a primary ideal
As魯is a least-primary ideal, we can put ㊨-p. If a is not a semi・primary
ideal, there are two elements hi, rx which satisfy the fllowing formulas,
hiri∈a hl∈p hl庄riJt>
hence ⊂Qi-a : (rO oi⊆p
exist. Moreover, p is a semi-primary ideal belonging to a%. If ai is not a semi-
primary ideal yet, there are two elements h望, rz, which satisfy
the following formulas,
Ii2r2∈a 1 h2∈p hz荘α 1 γ2∈p
and ⊂al⊂α2-al :(γ0-a:(γ1γ2)⊆p γ1γ嬉P
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is held. But from the assumption, this procedtrre must come to end, therefore 
a,n satisfying this formula 
(1) a~=al : (r){~P r=rlTz"'T~~EP 
becomes semi-primary ideal belonging p at least. If a~=V by letting r take the 
place of (r) we get 
pr~a r~I~P 
Therefore our theorem is proved. In the next place we examine the following 
case, a~CP. Since p is a semi-primary i,ieal belonging to a~, so hl' satisfying 
hl'e;p hl'~Ea~ is nilpotent with respect to a~. Moreover, as a~ is semiprimary 
ideal, a~Cal'=a~ : (hl')~p exist and al is a semi-primary ideal belonging to 
al" If al' does not coincide with p, this procedure is repeated. Hence, we can 
finally find out an element h' satisfying P=ah'=a~ : (h'), h'=hl'h2""hh'~l~a~, 
h'ep (1)' ' 
from the assumption. As a~ is a semi-primary ideal we have 
(2) a~cql=a~ : p~~~p 
from (1'). Also, ql is a semi-primary ideal. From (1) and (2) we have 
(3) aCql=a : (r)P, T~EP : a is not semi-primary 
(3)' aCql=a : p ' ' '- ' .a rs senu pnmary 
As ql is semi-primary ideal belongring to P here, in the same way as the 
preceeding, we have 
(4) qlcq2=ql : p=a~ : p2=a : (T)P~, r~~P, : a is not semi- primary 
(4)' qlcq2=ql : p=a : p2 ' rs senu-pnmary .a 
FroJl the assumption this procedure must come to end, hence 
P=qb-1 =a : (T)Ph-1 T~EP or P=qh-1=a : Pk-l 
is get at last. Namely, we have pkr~a, r~EP and moreover, either r coincide 
with p or r is not contained in P. 
Il. When ~ is not prime ideal -
From the assumption there is a element r. satisfying 
(5) P=~ : (r.) T,~IEP 
This primary ideal P is clearly a least-primary ideal including a. As pT,e~ 
exisf for arbitrary element p of p does not belonging to ~, (pT.)*ea is held. 
Therefore, for T.*=Tl, ideal quoient al=a : (T1) implyes p'. But as p is not 
belong to ~ p* is not also belong to ~. Accordingly p* does not contained to 
a and 
(6) acal=a: (T1)Cp rlC{~P p ea 
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rs held For a semlprlmary Ideal ~l of al, p~~l exist from (6), so we have 
C~L~p. If ~)1 is n)t primary ideal, there is a element ro' satisfying (plTo')t ~ 
~~l, To'~l~P and ro' is not a ele^ment of ~l, in same way ~s the preceeding. 
For this element ro" (plrJ)te:a, exist. So, if we take (To')t=Tz, 
(7) alca2=al : (r2)~p. r2~EP, PltCI~~l, plteEa2 
is held. Also, Pl is not contained in ~l, so the semlprunary Ideal ~2 of a2 
implyes pl and {~C~)lC~2~p is obtained. By rotation of this procedure we get 
~)C~)lC･･･C~h=P from the assumption, therefore, we can find a ideal r' satisfyir,g 
(8) p'8r'~;ah r'~lp 
from the result of 1. From (6) and (7) 
a~;=a : (TIT2"'rh) rlr2"'TR;~EP 
is held. Hence, if we put r=r(TIT2"'Tk), P'er~~a, rcp is held for r'~p and 
p?8+1(TIT2"'rh)~~a for r'p from (8) and (9). 
Namely our theorem is proved. 
Def inition 
p is called primary ideal belonging to a if there is a elernent d satisfyir,g 
P=a : (d), dCI~a for a primary ideal p. As semi-primary ideal q belor,ging to 
semi-primary ideal q is a primary ideal vJe get ~'8~~) from the first case of 
theorem 1. 
Accordingly we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2. 
Let ~t be a com~nutative ring satisfying the finite continuous quotient's 
chain of ideals. Then there is a finite positive integer n satisfying ~'8~~a for 
the semi-pri_mary ideal ~ belonging ideal a of ~t 
Proof 
It is evident that there are least-primary ideals from theorem 1, so let 
pl,p2,"""are least-primary ideals. As we can find a ideal rl satisfying P1"ti rl~~a, 
rICIIPI from theorem 1, acal=a : pl"el ~pl (i=1,2,......) is held. Also pl,pz"' are 
least-primary ideals, so we have 
alca2=al : p2'nl =a : plm9Pz'n2 ~~Pt (i=3,4,･･････) 
in the sa:ne way a*> the preceeding. But as this procedure must come to an end 
from the assumption, we have 
a~:-1 =a : pl'n] p2m2 """ph-Imk_1 ;~Pk'nk namely P1"sl p2'7~2 "'."pb7nk ~~a 
at last. On the other hand, as ~~;pi (i=1,2,...k) exist, we get ~s:~a by putting 
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n= ml + m2+ "' "' + mh. 
2. On nilpotent element in commutative ring generally it is known that in a 
ring, if it has a nilpotent, then there is a nilpotent ideal, but it's inverce does 
not always exist. Only if we suppose the divisionchain's condition further, then 
the ring has a nilpotent element. Here, however, if any ideal of a commutative 
ring has the representation as the intersection of the finite number strong 
primary ideals further, then the ring also has a nilpotent element. 
This is the extension of the former. 
Theorem 
Let ~~ be a commutative ring whose arbitrary ideals have the represen-
tation as the intersection of finite number of the strong semi-primary ideals. 
Then the nilpotent ideal does not being zero of a, implys a nilpotent element 
outside of zero element. 
Proof 
Let a be any ideal of a commutative ring, and let P1'P2,""",Pr are the least-
primary ideals of a. Suppose that q is an element of a does not being zero. 
Piji for every Pi and natural number Then there exist suitable elements Pil,Pt2,"' "', 
ni such that 
(1) Pi'ei~ (Pil, Pi2""", Piji, g) ~pi i=1, 2,･･････, r 
Since a~=a and a~pi We see that for any natural number s. 
(2) a~ (Pil, Pi2,""", Piji, q)s~pis (i=1, 2,･･････, r) 
is held. Now, from the product of r number formulas in (2), we obtain 
a=ar~(Pil, Pi2"', Pijl ' q)s...(prl' Pr2,"', PrJr' q)s~~Plspgs..,prs 
But by the hypothesis we have 
a=ql nq2n "' "' nqr 
Where qi are the strong primary ideals. Therefore, since 
qlq2"' "'q Ca 
and even Pt is the least-primary ideals of a, so it follows that for suitably large 
number s 
Plsp2s. . . . . . prs~a 
and therefore 
a (P I P12,"""Pljl' q)s......(prl Pr2"""Prj ' q) 
Thus we may write 
(3) a=(al, a2,"' "',a,n) 
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By (3), we see that for any natural number t 
(alt, a2t,. . 
"･ a~) >= (alt, a2t ... a,7b)t,n at,n=a 
However, it follows that 
a=(al' a2 ' ,""' a,n) >__ (alt, a2t,......, at,?b) 
hence, there exist the following formula 
(4) a=(alt, a2t ......, a~) 
Srnce t rs arbltrary, we can take t>=2, so 
al=allal+al2 a2+ "' "' 
. 
a,?~ a?,~lal+ am2a2+""" + a,nma?n 
is held by (3). (4). By multipling every equivolence of (5) by aeEa, where 
a~o, we have 
(a an-a) al+a al2 a2+"' O { ･ ･･･+a al'n am= 
a a,nl al+a am2 a2+"""+(a am7n~a)a,n=0 
Now, Iet D be the determinant of the coefficient al, a2,""", a,7~' then Dai=0 and 
therefore D2=0 is held. By developing D, we have 
a22'a=a' a2,,a 
Since a is arbitraly element of a so we replace a with ai hence we have 
ai2,n = a' ai2,n 
and accordingly al2=al is get. 
Moreover, since a'~O and aa'=a are held for any elemer*t a of a so a' is a unite 
Thus our theorem is proved. 
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